MANHOLE COVER LIFT PRODUCTS
POWERARM™ - VEHICLE MOUNTED
The Manhole PowerArm™ makes lifting and replacing manhole covers the most
ergonomic. Great for repetitive access like survey/cleaning crews. Electric Hoist:
drive within 3 feet of the center of the lid and let the “Arm” adjust to your location.
This “Arm” has a 3-foot, 180° swing radius that allows the positioning of the magnet
to the center of the manhole cover. Manual Hoist: Use backup camara to get as
close to center as possible. Both “Arms” have 400 lbs. lifting capacity, fit into a
standard 2” square receiver hitch and are constructed of welded tubular steel. (Rare
Earth Magnet sold separately).
Use PowerArm™ to lower items such as camera tractors, large sewer nozzles, pipe
plugs, etc.
ELECTRIC HOIST SPECIFICATIONS:

•
•
•

55 AMP, 12 VDC with power-up & power-down control, removable
16’ remote control cord and a 20’ galvanized cable with latch hook
Provided with a 2-Pole DC power connector, heavy-gauge 13’ long lead to
connect hoist to vehicle battery (+) positive terminal and 6’ long ground cable to
connect to vehicle frame

MANUAL HOIST SPECIFICATIONS:

•
•
•

Worm Gear hoist that will hold load when handle is released
Polyester strap with Zinc-plated hook & safety latch
Remove hoist, insert sideways for tailgate access, storage, and travel

Winch Type
Electric
Manual

A (in)
56-3/8
30-7/8

B (in)
17-13/16
20-1/2

C (in)
7-1/4
20-13/16

Weight (lbs)
87
30

Model No.
MCLPAE2000
MCLPAM1000

ON/OFF MAGNETIC UTILITY LIFTER
Stop bending over to lift and remove cast iron utility and valve
box covers!
Reduce finger and toe injuries with this lightweight deep reach
switchable permanent magnetic lifter. The magnetic field
penetrates textured surfaces of lids and allows the operator to
ergonomically lift the casting out of the way.
This Magnetic Utility Lifter has a locking On/Off handle for
safety and makes removing covers quick and easy.

Lift - lbs (kg) Height (in) Width (in) Length (in) Weight (lbs) Model No.
50.0 (22.68)
28-1/2
5-1/2
3-1/2
7.65
MCLVB01
75.0 (34.02)
28-1/2
7
5
14.25
MCLVB02

22

Order Online At www.magnetics.com Or Email Us At imi@magnetics.com

